During the previous week, we completed our software requirements specification report by combining and analyzing the data collected during the literature survey.

This week, we tried to install Openscenegraph & MS Visual Studio 6.0. But yet couldn’t manage to integrate them both due to some problems met at Visual Studio 6.0 and couldn’t give much time on that. We also get in contact with Mustafa Mutlu from Adana Seyhan Oto, who is the licensed representative of Vista Fx 2 (one of the analyzed tools during market research) in Turkey.

In writing SRS, we tried to assign both writers and analyzers to each section of the report. At completion of the document we considered all the document once more. The following is the list showing who did which part of the SRS report:

- **Outline:** Çağla Kevser Ebru (analyzed by rest)
- **Introduction Part:** Ebru Sıla (analyzed by rest)
- **Market Research:** Kevser (analyzed by Bahar Ebru)
- **Technical Research:** Çağla (analyzed by Kevser Ebru Bahar)
- **Survey:** Bahar Ebru (analyzed by Sila)
- **Functional Requirements:** All Team Members (Brain storming)
- **Data Flow Diagrams:** All Team Members (Brain storming)
- **Use Case Diagrams:** Bahar Kevser (analyzed by Ebru Sıla)
- **System Requirements:** Çağla (analyzed by Kevser)
- **Project Management Plan:** Sila (analyzed by Çağla)
- **DFD Diagrams drawn by:** Çağla
- **Use Case Diagrams drawn by:** Bahar
- **Report taken to pdf using Latex:** Çağla Kevser (analyzed by Bahar)